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A speciAl reportintellectual property hot list
We recognize 15 law firms that set the bar in intellectual property law in 2015, scoring big wins for clients. They range from major firms with 1,000 or more lawyers to 
smaller shops with an IP focus. This year’s group includes firms that went before the U.S. Supreme Court—and won—in key trademark and patent cases that impacted 
industries including technology and banking. Others took home big wins in matters involving music, sports and, yes, Spider-Man. These are their superhero stories.

Wilmer Cutler Pickering 
Hale and Dorr 

When Tom Saunders argued last year 
that the U.S. Supreme Court should 
uphold a 50-year-old decision bar-
ring collection of royalties that accrue 
after a patent expires, the Wilmer 
Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr part-
ner faced a battle that would challenge  
a superhero.

“The conventional wisdom was that the 
court granted the case to rule against us,” 
said Saunders, who represented Marvel 
Enterprises Inc. in a dispute with inven-
tor Stephen Kimble over royalties on a 
Spiderman toy. 

“Our strategy was to reframe the issue,” 
said Saunders, who argued the case should 
begin and end with stare decisis. “We shift-
ed the focus from whether the rule being 

reviewed was right to the larger question 
of stability in the law.” 

Ultimately, that strategy carried the day 
for Marvel in a colorful 6-3 decision filled 
with Spiderman references.

“The WilmerHale team was very cre-
ative in defending the Brulotte decision 
even though it was widely criticized,” 
said opposing counsel Roman Melnik, of 
counsel to Lowenstein & Weatherwax.

In addition to its dominance at the 
Supreme Court, Wilmer maintains an 
active presence at the Federal Circuit. 
The firm scored a huge victory for Cisco 
Systems Inc. in 2015 when the Federal 
Circuit reversed a $74 million judgment 
after concluding Cisco’s wireless rout-
er didn’t infringe plaintiff Commil USA 
LLC’s patent, said Felicia Ellsworth, a lead 
partner in the case.

She added that the firm has a reputation 
for winning “bet the company cases” for 
large clients and prevailed last year in trials 
for Ford, Apple, Intel and more. 

Partners attribute Wilmer’s success to 
the expertise of its intellectual property 
lawyers. “Our teams dive deep into the 
technology,” but “explain the case in clear, 
simple terms,” Saunders said.    

—Laura Castro

firm facts: 
  Year founded: 2004    Headquarters: Washington   
  Total attorneys: 1,099    IP partners: 65    IP associates: 122
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